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The temperature-dependent probability of occupation of the two threefold-coordinated adsorption
sites was determined for the system SjRu(0001) at a coverage of 0.33, analyzing energy-dependent
intensity curves [I(E) curves] in low-energy electron diffraction of the ordered V3 x v 3R30' phase
and of the disordered system. We show that this probability agrees fully with a lattice gas model
containing a finite difference in adsorption energy between these sites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of short-range ordered layers at surfaces have
become standard only in recent years as techniques sen-
sitive to short-range order like disuse low-energy elec-
tron diB'raction (DLEED), surface extended x-ray ab-
sorption fine structure, and photoelectron difI'raction
become increasingly available and reliable. These stud-
ies are aimed towards a more complete understanding of
processes on surfaces like growth, diffusion, and chemical
reactions on surfaces. In general, structural investiga-
tions of systems with only short-range ord.er are more
demand. ing than on those with long-range order, since
the adsorption geometry may vary locally (or in time) in
a short-range ordered system. Metastability and the oc-
currence of several di8'erent local configurations in case of
static disorder may even prevent the determination of a
unique local configuration. Therefore, almost all success-
ful and complete determinations of adsorption geometries
in two-dimensional systems with frozen-in disorder have
been restricted to simple systems with only one adsorp-
tion site. The problem of metastability can be avoided
near thermal equilibrium. For disordered systems this
requires measurements at elevated temperatures, which
generally were considered to be problematic, due to in-
creased thermal background. As we will show below, such
measurements can be carried out reliably enough so that
the determination of temperature-dependent occupation
probabilities of difFerent sites is feasible, at least for sim-
ple and well defined systems. Corresponding local time-
dependent fluctuations are integrated out by the meth-
ods mentioned above, so that only the time and space
averages are obtained.

Not only is this problem challenging &om a method-
ological point of view, as it requires the determination
of small concentrations of adparticles on diferent sites,
it has also important consequences for the viability of
lattice gas models to account for adparticle phase tran-

sitions and their critical properties.
For our study of temperature-dependent occupation

probabilities, we choose a simple and well characterized
model systein, the v 3x ~3R30 phase of atomic sulfur on
Ru(0001), which is completed at a coverage of 0.33.
Both the phase diagram and the geometric structure
of several ordered phases of S/Ru(0001) have been de-
termined. recently. Whereas only the hcp threefold
site is occupied in the ordered low coverage p(2 x 2) and
v 3 x ~3R30 phases, the fcc site also becomes occupied
in the domain walls formed above a coverage of 0.33.
The spontaneous occupation of the second threefold site
above a coverage of 0.33 suggests strongly that also at
coverages below 0.33, the smallest possible excitation
causing a change of site is to the fcc site, which seems
to be supported by our present investigation. The en-
ergetic diR'erence between these sites was estimated re-
cently by Monte Carlo simulation of the phase diagram,
using a lattice gas model with mainly repulsive lateral
interactions. ' lt is a further aim of this study to show
that this model, developed independently by modeling
the phase diagram, is indeed in full agreement with the
results of the study presented here.

For the structural analysis, we used the energy depen-
dent intensities of difI'racted spots in low-energy electron
difFraction (LEED),i carrying out a full analysis 7 is of
the adsorbed layer at each temperature, both for the
long-range ordered system as well as for the short-range
ordered phase above the order-disorder phase transition
using the disuse intensities. As will be shown below, the
difFuse intensities near the K' points of the ~3 x ~3B30
superstructure in the disordered state have the same en-
ergy dependence as for the ordered structure at lower
temperatures, which proves that inelastically scattered
electrons do not have a strong infl. uence on the struc-
tural analysis even at temperatures as high as 600 K,
in agreement with recent quantitative studies on Al(111)
(Ref. 20) of high resolution inelastic electron scattering.
This makes our study feasible.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS

All experiments were carried out at a base pressure
of 5 x 10 mbars in a p metal shielded UHV cham-
ber. The sample (8 mm diameter, 2.0 mm thick) was cut
parallel to the (0001) plane from a single crystal rod by
spark erosion after orientation in a Laue camera and was
polished with diamond paste down to a grain size of 0.25
pm. The sample was resistively heated with chopped ac
current by its mount to the sample holder, which again
was mounted on a cryostat. Temperature was measured
by two Tungsten-Rhenium thermocouples spot welded to
the rim of the sample and stabilized to within +0.1 K by a
computerized temperature control. After standard clean-
ing procedures, cleanliness was tested by Auger mea-
surements.

Sulfur was adsorbed by backfilling the chamber with
5 x 10 mbar H2S at a sample temperature of 300 K,
adjusting the coverage to 0.33 + 2% by comparing the
order-disorder phase transition temperatures with Ref.
9 after annealing the layers at 600 K. LEED measure-
ments were done at a series of constant temperatures
between 300 and 600 K concentrating on the tempera-
ture range between 400 and 500 K, which contains the
order-disorder transition (T, 430 K). By comparing
equivalent integral-order spots, deviations &om normal
incidence were kept below 0.2 . Normal incidence was
tested for each measuring temperature separately. The
whole LEED pattern was recorded between 30 and 400
eV in steps of 1 eV (above E = 100 eV in steps of 2
eV), using a cooled slow scan CCD camera, and stored
on a hard disk for each energy value. A separate com-
puter program was used to extract the I(E) curves of
all visible spots &om the recorded images. Hereby the
spot intensity was integrated over circles of constant area
in k space around each spot. The background for each
spot was determined &om a ring surrounding the inte-
gration area and subtracted &om the intensity inside.
Finally, the intensity was weighted with the beam cur-
rent at this energy. It turned out that variation of the
size of the integration area did not change positions and
relative intensities of maxima and minima of the I(E)
curves, so that this procedure also works for the diffuse
intensites of the disordered phase around the K points
of the ~3 x ~3B30 structure. Best ratios of signal to
background were obtained using an integration area with
a radius of 15% of the distance between (00) and (10)
spot.

The theoretical IV curves were calculated using a pro-
gram package developed by Moritz and co-workers.
In order to simulate a statistical occupation of difFer-
ent adsorption sites the average t-matrix approximation
(ATA) was used in the sulfur overlayer. The outermost
two substrate layers were treated as composite layers
with three sublayers, respectively, to allow for reconstruc-
tions. All other layers were treated as single bravais lay-
ers. Layer stacking in this package is done with the layer
doubling scheme. For all of our calculations, the full point
symmetry of the v 3 x ~3B30' phase was utilized to save
computational time. For the ruthenium atoms up to ten
phase shifts for each energy point were used. The Ru

phase shifts were calculated using the tabulated ruthe-
nium potential of Moruzzi et al. Sulfur phase shifts
were obtained from a potential calculated for a sulfur
solid. Vibrational amplitudes were calculated &om layer
dependent Debye temperatures, using the Debye integral
without further approximation.

The imaginary part of the optical potential was set to
VD; ——3.8[E/(90 eV+Vg)j ~ . The real part of the optical
potential V0 (muffin tin constant) was set to —7.5 eV.
For B-factor analysis, theoretical IV curves were shifted
in 1 eV steps with respect to the experimental curves to
obtain the best level of agreement. For our study, we
concentrated on the B factors defined by Pendry and
by Zanazzi and Jona.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comparison of the experimental data at 300 K and
at 600 K shows only minor difFerences for the I(E) curves
of the superstructure beams, whereas small peak shifts
and changes of intensities are seen for integral-order I(E)
curves. This demonstrates that the I(E) curves are still
dominated by v 3-correlated atoms on hcp sites. Never-
theless, the B factors increase as a function of tempera-
ture, if the fixed geometry and layer independent Debye
temperatures determined for the ordered layer at 200 K
(Ref. 11) are used for comparison with the experimen-
tal data. Agreement of the fits to the data at elevated
temperatures was considerably improved by adjustment
of the Debye temperatures for the topmost layers, and
tested for consistency by reiterating the geometric anal-
ysis described below and the optimization of the Debye
Wailer factors. Thus the Pendry R factors were reduced
to values still significantly above but comparable to those
at room temperature. Only after a first optimization of
layer dependent Debye temperatures were we able to dis-
criminate reliably between different occupation probabil-
ities of fcc sites. The Debye temperatures of the sulfur
overlayer and the first two Ru layers were optimized using
data sets between 400 and 600 K, the highest tempera-
ture in our experiments, where maximum sensitivity can
be expected. This analysis showed that Debye tempera-
tures, i.e. , the effective vibrational amplitudes, had to be
chosen differently for the bulk, the first substrate layer
and the S layer. Best agreement (with an uncertainty of
about +10%) was achieved with OD„, 310 K for the
first Ru layer, OD„, —420 K for all deeper layers, and
O~, —550 K. Interestingly, the optimal Debye tempera-
tures for the S layer and the first Ru layer correspond to
equal vibrational amplitudes, which are about a factor of
1.34 larger than the Ru bulk amplitudes. This result is in
full agreement with the expectation that the vibrational
frequencies of S are far above the phonon spectrum of the
Ru substrate, so that the thermally excited effective vi-
brations of the adsorbed S atoms are essentially in phase
with the Ru vibrations. The same layer dependent De-
bye temperatures were also found in a preliminary data
analysis of the p(2 x 2) structure of S on the same surface,
which corroborates this picture. "

Initial analysis at 600 K using the model with only hcp
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site occupation yielded layer distances d~i ——1.62 A. ,
di2 ——2.16 A, and d2s ——2.12 A between S and first Ru
layer, first and second, and between second and third
layers, respectively (db„ii, = 2.14 A), which are slightly
different from those in Ref. 11. The Pendry B factor,
however, is only 0.22 compared to 0.169 for the 300 K
data. We note that the increase of Bz as a function of
temperature is considerably larger for the integral order
than for the &actional-order spots.

These small but significant diB'erences between I(E)
curves at 300 and at 600 K must be caused by the tran-
sition to a system with only short-range order at high
temperature. Therefore, we further optimized our fit us-
ing the following model (see Fig. 1). We assumed that
short-range order with ~3 correlations between hcp sites
still prevails even at the highest temperatures studied.
This assumption is well justified both by our data and
&om the correlation lengths measured at the ideal cov-
erage of 0.33 (Ref. 28) up to 600 K. Even at this tem-
perature, correlations over 2 ~3 distances still exist. 2s

As short-range ~3 correlations for the atoms on the hcp
sites seem to dominate at all temperatures considered,
the atoms on the fcc sites were assumed to be uncorre-
lated. As shown in Fig. 1, the three fcc sites next to
an hcp site are symmetrically equivalent, and, therefore,
must be occupied with the same probability, according to
our model. Consequently, the 1 x 1 symmetry of the sub-
strate results for the fcc sites. In contrast, locally only
1/3 of the hcp sites are occupied in order to give the (lo-
cal) ~3 x v 3R30 superstructure. An additional random
occupation of the other hcp sites requires the occupation
of next nearest neighbor hcp sites, which is energetically
very unfavorable, ' and, therefore, was not included in
this analysis. Using this model for the I EED analysis,
sulfur layers even at high temperatures can be simulated
to a good approximation as ordered v 3 x v 3R30 lay-
ers containing uncorrelated vacancies and S atoms on fcc

sites, because LEED-I(E) analysis is only sensitive to
short-range order in any case. Occupation probabilities
of both sites were treated using the ATA for the sulfur
layer.

Variation of the occupation probability for fcc sites p,
p = Or„/(8h, ~ + 8f„), between 0 and 0.9 and of Az,
the difference in height of S adsorbed in the fcc sites
compared to those adsorbed on hcp sites, yielded a best
Gt to the experimental data at 600 K at p between 0.2 and
0.3, depending on the R factor used, and Az = —0.06 A.

(i.e. , S on fcc sites sticks out further). The latter value is
comparable to that found in the c(2 x 4) (—0.04 A.) (Ref.
13) and (~7 x ~7)R19.1 (—0.03 A) (Ref. 14) phases.

In Fig. 2, the sensitivity of the Pendry B factor as
a function of p is shown separately for integral and
fractional-order beams. Obviously, up to p = 0.5 only the
integral-order beams are sensitive to a random occupa-
tion of fcc sites. Examples of experimental data for inte-
ger and &actional order spots and a comparison with cal-
culated curves for various occupation probabilities p are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. This insensitivity
of fractional-order spots can be easily understood from
the 1 x 1 symmetry of the fcc sites. Therefore, they do
not contribute to the intensity of fractional-order spots
in a kinematic approximation. Only a decrease of the
intensity of superstructure spots (1 —p) is expected
within this approximation. In fact, our own test calcu-
lations show that multiple scattering within the adsor-
bate layer is completely negligible for a coverage of 1/3,
thus explaining the mostly unchanged I(E) curves of the
superstructure spots. Thus, our findings are fully con-
sistent with our model of uncorrelated occupation of an-
other site. On the other hand, the essentially unchanged
experimental IV curves for &actional order beams as a
function of temperature demonstrate that inelastic scat-
tering close to the K points in reciprocal space either
contain no additional structure, which would modify the
IV curves, or its contribution is small enough to make
such effects undetectable.

Due to the insensitivity of &actional-order spots to the
mixing of additional adsorption sites, the average Pendry
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FIG. 1. Hard sphere model of the v 3 x ~3R30 surface in
the short-range ordered phase above T, . fcc sites (gray balls)
are randomly occupied on the surface. Locally, only one of
the three sublattices of hcp sites (black balls) is occupied, due
to persistent short-range ~3 x v 3 R30 correlations for the
hcp sites. Small open circles are empty sites of the occupied
hcp sublat tice.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

relative coverage in FCC sites

FIG. 2. Pendry B factor as a function of the relative cover-
age, p, in fcc sites separated into that of integral-order spots,
fractional-order spots, and an average B factor.
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R factor is only slightly reduced, but R~ improves signif-
icantly for integral-order beams, as shown in Fig. 3 for
the (10) spot. Peak shifts and changes in relative inten-
sities of peaks in the I(E) curve of this beam, evident in
experimental data between 300 and 600 K, can be seen to
vary systematically as a function of the occupation prob-
ability p. For the (10) spot alone, the best fit is obtained
for p = 0.3.

For these reasons we used only I(E) curves of the

FIG. 3. Experimental I(E) curves for the (10) spot at 300
and 600 K and calculated I(E) curves for difFerent relative
coverages in fcc sites at 600 K. Pendry R factors are calculated
with respect to the experimental curve at 600 K.

integral-order spots to, determine the temperature de-
pendence of the relative coverage of sulfur in fcc sites.
Although the improvement of the Gts to the high tem-
perature data by our model are still at the limit of sig-
ni6cance, they turn out to be completely systematic as a
function of temperature, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 using
the Pendry R factor. Whereas the minimum remains at
p = 0 for temperatures below 400 K, it shifts to values
between 0.2 and 0.3 at temperatures above 450 K with an
increasing tendency for higher temperatures. The same
qualitative behavior was obtained by use of the Zanazzi-
Jona R factor, which, however, yielded minima at slightly
larger occupation numbers for the fcc sites.

The temperature dependence of the absolute coverages
in both sites is plotted in Fig. 6. An S-shaped behavior
of these coverages is found with the maximum slope near
the critical temperature of the phase transition. The oc-
cupation probabilities of fcc and hcp sites depend both
on lateral interactions between S atoms occupying these
sites at various distances, but also on the energetic dif-
ference between the hcp and fcc site in a rather complex
way, which can only be clarified by simulations. From
our experimental results just presented, the use of a lat-
tice gas model containing the two threefold sites seems
to be fully justi6ed. We made no attempt, however, to
directly fit the experimental data of Fig. 6 as the result-
ing model might be too ambiguous. Instead we used a
lattice gas model already optimized to 6t the phase di-
agpzm, of this system up to a coverage of 0 5 15,16

just plotted the result of this model without further ad-
justments together with the data in Fig. 6. Qualitatively,
and even semiquantitatively, the behavior of the experi-
mentally determined occupation probabilities of hcp and
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for the ( —,—) spot.

FIG. 5. Pendry B factor for integral-order spots as a func-
tion of the relative coverage p in fcc sites for different temper-
atures. For clarity curves are shifted by AB„=0.1.
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fcc sites is well reproduced. This model contains Gve
pair interactions and one three particle interaction, and
a difference in binding energy between fcc and hcp sites
of 0.066 eV. The phase diagram contained enough in-
formation to adjust these parameters reliably as the low
coverage p(2 x 2) and ~3 x ~3B30 phases, phase coex-
istence between P(2 x 2) and ~3 x ~3R30, a phase with
striped domain walls and the c(2 x 4) phase, and their
respective transition temperatures were available. It is
the stability oi' the striped domain walls, in which the
fcc site is occupied also in the ground state, which limits
the range for the possible binding energy difference of the
two threefold-coordinated sites, so that an occupation of
the fcc site was always found even for a coverage of 1/3
in the disordered range.

As expected for a probe of short-range order, the
point of inQection of the distribution function of fcc and
hcp sites is at the critical temperature close to 430 K,
both in our experiments and in the Monte Carlo simula-

Temperature (K)

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the (absolute) cover-
age in hcp and fcc sites, using the Pendry R factor and the
Zanazzi-Jona R factor of integral-order spots. Lines are re-
sults from a Monte Carlo simulation using a lattice gas model
(for details, see text).

tions. The fact that this simulation optimized at totally
different physical quantities yields almost quantitative
agreement with the experimental data provides further
evidence that a lattice gas model gives an appropriate
description of the system investigated here.

Our results also show that identical superstructure
I(E) spectra above and below the critical temperature T,
do not imply identical adsorption geometries in the or-
dered and disordered phase. We would like to stress that
the integral-order spots, which are generally not used in
diffuse DLEED experiments, contain considerable rele-
vant information about atoms on the surface adsorbed
randomly on lattice sites.

It is interesting to note that the order-disorder
transition remains continuous with unchanged three-
state Potts exponents both in experiment and in
simulations, although the second threefold-coordinated
site is occupied. This was indeed postulated for the hon-
eycomb lattice if the binding energy difference between
the hcp and fcc site was suKciently strong.

In conclusion, we have presented a structural analysis
of a two-dimensional thermally disordered system. Inte-
gral order I(E) curves turned out to be sensitive to ran-
domly distributed adsorbed atoms down to a coverage of
4% of a monolayer (see Fig. 6), whereas superstructure
I(E) curves show little change as a function of tempera-
ture. The good agreement between our experiment and
Monte Carlo simulations, which describe both the phase
diagram and the critical properties of the adsorption sys-
tem, demonstrates that the lattice gas model on a hon-
eycomb lattice is an appropiate and useful description of
the thermodynamic properties of the chemisorbed layer
of S/Ru(0001) at not-too-high coverages.
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